TransForce Group offers a suite of workforce solutions that supports every aspect of the transportation and logistics industry. Our unmatched North American presence and strong local relationships allow us to offer an exceptional advantage to motor carriers in need of qualified drivers, all while educating the drivers of the future.

**Education. Digital Recruiting. Specialty Staffing. Safety. We provide industry-leading services to drivers and motor carriers in North America.**

**Hear from our Happy Customers**

“This platform has given us tremendous visibility to all of our driver files, and has saved us money.”

– DATS Trucking, Inc.

“We’ve worked with the team at Trucking Unlimited and advertised on their websites for a few years now and have had continued success from our partnership with them. We see a steady ROI and a competitive CPH”

– Melton Truck Lines
Through our family of brands, we deliver the services that drivers and motor carriers need every step of the way.

Education and Training
- **The CDL Schools**
  Founded in 1963, this nationally recognized, full-service trucking school offers a trademarked C.D.O.R (Comprehension, Demonstration, Observation, and Repetition) approach to training the truck drivers of today and tomorrow to obtain a commercial driver’s license.
- **Troops Into Transportation**
  Part of The CDL Schools, Troops Into Transportation (T2T) provides comprehensive hands-on training and several highly successful certification programs to help veterans and service members secure employment in the transportation industry.

Digital Recruiting
- **Trucking Unlimited**
  As the largest truck driving jobs search engine, TruckingUnlimited.com connects drivers and carriers like no other job site can.
- **American Driver Network**
  American Driver Network provides the largest driver-specific network of websites, job boards, job postings and affiliate employment websites available in today’s internet-based job market for your recruiting efforts.

Employment Solutions
- **TransForce, Inc.**
  What makes us the leading workforce management and specialty staffing firm to the transportation industry? We work with hundreds of thousands of drivers and dispatch 4,000 qualified drivers daily – helping them find the right positions at the right time.
- **KAS Staffing**
  Backed by the power of TransForce US, KAS Staffing provides specialized recruiting, MOT compliance services, and workforce solutions to the logistics and commercial transportation industries in Canada.
- **Drive360**
  A premier transportation recruitment firm, Drive360 Logistics has more than 100 years of experience connecting companies with the best diesel mechanics and truck drivers across the U.S.

Compliance and Safety
- **TACC (TransForce Automated Compliance Center)**
  With easy-to-use, cloud-based dashboard control and compliance monitoring, TACC relieves the worry about surprise audits and gives you more confidence to run your business.
- **DOT Compliance Consulting Services**
  We offer a top-to-bottom, simulated DOT audit experience that gives you insight into your compliance risk... without the consequences.
- **SafetyServe**
  More than 8,000 organizations trust SafetyServe to teach their drivers the skills necessary to stay safe on the road. Over 75 million drivers have learned to protect themselves with this comprehensive, in-depth driver training curriculum from the National Safety Council.